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The Penny Dreadful Commission
fi stud ent org anizatio n denoted to the proliferation o f comic a rt
We are a non-profit, collective association of students who are fully responsible for the
production and publication of PDC Comics . The opinions of every member of our organization
regarding the composition of each issue are taken fully into account and are directly reflected by
each issue's contents. Each issue of PDC Comics is the result of the combined input and
contributions of all members. Our goal is to demonstrate the range and expressive power of
comic art by presenting a varied collection of work.
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They've been sitting in closets
collecting dust, stowed away after only
a few people had seen them . The
products of hours of work, of sincere
interest and devotion on the part of
their creators, sadly pushed aside to
be pulled out at some later date,
chuckled at, and then put away again.
Pages and pages of the stuff; graphic
musings, jokes with pictures attached
(or vice versa), extended narratives
with no sign of resolution. Funny,
serious, outrageous, personal, or just
plain dumb. They are the orphaned
grandchildren who can trace their
ancestry back to the likes of Tintin,
Archie, The Fantastic Four, or the
Freak Brothers, influences that have
been thrown along with the rest of the
perceived
world
into
the
Mush-O-Matic blender of young minds
and filtered out through the connected
hands, through the held pens, as black
ink on white paper confined within
little boxes. Little comic book boxes.
"Comic book." Did you wince?
Did it suddenly make you realize that
you're holding one? It's okay, most
adults have that reaction. Just don't
let the person next to you see what
you're reading and there'll be no
problem. A comic book, you see, is
stuck with a name which automatically
implies adolescence and frivolity, two
qualities which cause the majority of
"grown-ups" to ignore them (or at
least read them with some degree of
guilt). The name is doubly cursed
because it also suggests that the
contents are purely "comic," or funny.
But anyone who has taken a good look
at Frank Miller's The Dark Knight
Returns, with its use of superheroes
as metaphors for much bigger ideas

than good and evil, or the work of
Moebius, which tends more towards
the metaphysical than the mundane,
will tell you that it ain't always so.
Sure they can be funny, but they don't
have to be.
Comic art has progressed be
yond its traditional place at the
newsstand and the corner store to
become
a
valid
means
of
self-expression, comparable to film
and fiction in its dramatic and emotive
capacity. The publication of this sort
of work by amateur comic artists is
the concern of the Penny Dreadful
Commission.
"Penny Dreadful" is a term that
originated in Ireland in the 1940's. It
was used by adults to describe the
flimsy little "books with pictures"
that were poisoning the minds of their
children; it served to indicate both the
cost and content of those publications.
In using this term in a modern
context, we hope to remain true to its
original spirit with one minor
exception : you save a penny.
We have dug through our closets
and found some comics of our own. We
have put them in a big pile and gone
through all of them, gleefully, in an
attempt to pull out twenty pages of
interesting stuff. We have printed
them, stapled them together, and are
giving them to you. We hope you like
them.
And if you don't?
Hell, at least it was free.
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